Neuropsychological predictors of cognitive deterioration in non-demented individuals.
Introduction: Previous studies performed neuropsychological tests in non-demented patients, especially those with mild cognitive impairment (MCI), to predict dementia. Few recent studies reported that subjective cognitive decline (SCD) itself predicts dementia conversion. We evaluated certain characteristics and neuropsychological tests to predict cognitive deterioration in non-demented individuals.Methods: This study included 106 participants with subjective cognitive complaints (SCCs) classified as non-demented (90 MCI and 16 SCD). Data were collected at baseline and follow-up, wherein participants completed a comprehensive neuropsychological assessment to assess their cognitive and daily functions.Results: During the follow-up of all participants, 52 converted to dementia, while 54 did not. There were significant differences in age and education years, as well as language, memory, frontal lobe function, and Barthel's Activities of Daily Living Index between the groups. Correlation analysis showed a significant correlation between the deterioration of the Clinical Dementia Rating scores and baseline language, memory, and frontal lobe function scores.Conclusion(s): SCDs consistently worrying about their SCCs and those identified with SCD by their caregivers were prone to cognitive function deterioration over time. Changes in language, memory, and frontal lobe function in neurocognitive tests were significantly different between the dementia converters and non dementia converters group. Particularly, SCD and MCI individuals with significantly poor initial executive function and memory abilities should be closely monitored for future cognitive decline.